ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS
ONLINE VERSION AND VECTOR SUBSCRIPTION FORM

Technical Site Information

Please complete this form and post, or fax the information to us. All of the fields are mandatory. Your
email address and contact numbers will help us confirm receipt of the documents and provide
technical support and information about changes to the services.

Is your institution/organization:
Please select the relevant category
Educational (e.g. a university or college) [ ]
Non-educational (e.g. a commercial organization or research institute) [ ]

Name of customer organisation ________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Contact at customer organisation

Title _______________________________________________________________________
First name _________________________________________________________________
Surname _________________________________________________________________
Name of library/department __________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

E-Mail address _________________________________________________________________
Telephone _________________________________________________________________
Fax _________________________________________________________________

Network information
If you have any problems completing this section, your network support specialist should be able to
help. He or she can then contact Institute of Physics Publishing at custserv@iop.org for assistance if
necessary.

You can register class B subnets, class C subnets or individual IP addresses (or ranges thereof). We
need to know the first two sets of numbers for each class B subnet (e.g. 130.111) or the first three sets
of numbers for each class C subnet (e.g. 193.61.240). If you have a range of subnets then please supply them in this format: 193.61.1 to 254. All of the IP addresses you list must be registered so that they can be looked up on regional registries. Please specify the location of each subnet you register (e.g. Physics Department, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA).

Subnet/IP address Location


If you need more space, please attach an additional sheet. Each additional sheet must be signed and dated.

Select your location for delivery (tick which applies)

[ ] USA

[ ] Canada

[ ] United Kingdom

[ ] Europe/Rest of the World

**Subscription Details**

**Your choice of service**

Please select your choice of service and access:

**Encyclopedia of Astronomy and Astrophysics (eaa.iop.org)**

Annual subscription [ ]

including username and password access [ ]

**Vector (vector.iop.org)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collection</th>
<th>Annual subscription</th>
<th>Perpetual access</th>
<th>Annual update</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entire collection</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference work collection</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textbook collection</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Terms and Conditions

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION TO THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS ONLINE VERSION (“EAA”) AND/OR VECTOR (“VECTOR”) SERVICES BY EDUCATIONAL AND COMMERCIAL INSTITUTIONS

This section sets out the terms and conditions on which IOP Publishing Limited (“IOPP”) will make access to the databases checked above (“the Services”) available via its World Wide Web server (“the Server”) to the Institution set out above (“the Institution”).

Please read these terms and conditions carefully. By signing below you certify that you have read and agree to be bound by all such terms and conditions and you certify further that you are authorized to sign this form on behalf of your Institution.

Scope of Licence

IOPP permits Authorized Users at the Institution to access the Services through the Institution's IP addresses set out above, and also, in respect of the EAA only, through the user name and password given to the Institution for this purpose by IOPP. Authorised Users of the EAA may not divulge such user name or password to any other person or facilitate in any way any other person getting access to the Services. To do so would conflict with IOPP’s right of normal exploitation of its content and be a breach of IOPP’s copyright in addition to these terms and conditions. IOPP reserves the right to deny access to the Service if it believes that non-Authorised Users are accessing the Service through the Institution’s user name and password.

If you are a commercial Institution "Authorized Users" mean the Institution, its employees, contract staff (permanent or temporary) and persons with legal access to the library's facilities on site using an IP address described above or using authorised password and user name given for this purpose by IOPP. Access is also limited to the site address above except that Authorized Users may access the Services from terminals or workstations from which they undertake work for the Institution.

If you are an educational Institution "Authorized Users" mean the Institution, its employees, contract staff (permanent or temporary), faculty, students officially affiliated with the Institution, persons with legal access to the library's facilities on site using an IP address described above or using authorised password and user name given for this purpose by IOPP. Authorized Users include persons affiliated with remote sites or campuses of the Institution. Access is limited to the site address above except that Authorized Users may access the Services from terminals or work stations from which they undertake work for the Institution and from remote sites or campuses.

For both commercial and educational Institutions access extends only to the Institution and Authorized Users individually and may not be transferred or extended to others.

The Institution will take all reasonable measures to ensure that only Authorized Users can use the Services and to ensure that Authorized Users are made aware of and understand the restrictions and prohibitions on use set out in these terms and conditions and that they abide by them. The Institution will also exercise vigilance and be responsible for all display and access control including security measures necessary to ensure that the Services are only accessible by Authorized Users. The Institution will make every effort to enforce these terms on receiving information that reasonably indicates that they are being violated. The Institution will notify IOPP immediately of violations that come to its notice and the Institution agrees to co-operate with IOPP as requested to stop further abuse.
Permitted Use

Authorized Users may access, download, store, search and print hard copy of text. Copying, printing and downloading are limited to not more than 1% in aggregate of EAA or Vector, as appropriate. Copying is further limited to making single printed or electronic copies. No content accessed via the Services may be made available to non-Authorized Users either for commercial reward or free of charge except to the extent that a single paper copy of an electronic original or of a print edition could be made so available by way of inter-library loan or under fair dealing/use exemptions to a third party within the Institution’s jurisdiction.

Access is granted to Authorized Users of commercial Institutions solely for internal research, testing or training purposes or for personal use in accordance with these terms.

Access is granted to Authorized Users of educational Institutions solely for research or private study by Authorized Users. Such Authorized Users may use the Services for educational resources such as "class packs" provided solely to Authorized Users provided that electronic copies included in such educational resources are removed or deleted at the end of the semester or term in which the relevant course ends. Such Authorized Users may also make brief quotations from the content of the Services with the customary acknowledgement of the source, and copy and transmit content from individual online articles in "person-to-person" and non-systematic scholarly exchanges of information between Authorized Users and specific individuals.

The Institution and Authorized Users may only use this online access in the way that conforms to all applicable laws and regulations.

Prohibitions

Altering, recompiling, systematic or programmatic copying, reselling, redistributing, using any text to create a derivative work, publishing (on a bulletin board, news group web site or other means) or republishing (beyond the brief quotations permitted above) of any text, output, search results or other information from any part of the Services, including, without limitation, copyright, proprietary or other legal notices, in any form or medium is prohibited. Systematic downloading, service bureau redistribution services, printing for a for-fee-service purpose and/or the systematic making of print or electronic copies for transmission to non-Authorized Users (beyond that permitted above) are prohibited. Undertaking any activity which might have a damaging effect on IOPP’s ability to achieve revenue through selling and marketing the encyclopedia is prohibited.

Duration

The agreement between IOPP and the Institution set out in these terms and conditions shall become effective on acceptance by IOPP and, subject to these terms and conditions, will remain in effect for one calendar year from the start of the subscription (the date at which IP address access is granted). Subject to payment of a renewal fee this agreement will be extended for subsequent 12 month periods. This agreement will terminate if these terms and conditions are breached and such breach is not remedied with all reasonable haste on notification, or if the Institution rejects a change to these terms and conditions notified to it by IOPP. In the absence of any rejection within 30 days of notification any new terms and conditions will apply.

On termination of this Agreement, except where the Institution has bought perpetual access, the Institution will destroy and will procure that all Authorised Users destroy all content supplied through the Services stored on any digital information storage media, including but not limited to system servers, hard disks, diskettes and back up tapes.
If the Institution has paid the fee entitling it to perpetual access to Vector it will retain perpetual access to Vector as provided during the term of this agreement notwithstanding termination. If IOPP shall cease to provide electronic access to Vector at any time it will provide Institutions which have paid the fee entitling them to perpetual access with a locally loadable form of the content of Vector.

If the Institution has not paid the fee entitling it to perpetual access to Vector, then electronic access to Vector will cease immediately on termination of this agreement.

Copyright

The EAA and Vector and their content, including abstracts, are copyright IOPP or are made available under licence and are subject to all applicable copyright, database protection and other rights of copyright owners and publishers under the laws of England and other countries. Authorized Users shall claim no ownership by reason of their use of or access to the Services. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Availability

IOPP shall use all reasonable endeavours to make the Services available on a 24 hour basis. But if access is suspended or interrupted or fault or defect occurs which prevents access IOPP's liability shall be limited to using all commercially reasonable efforts to restore access as soon as is reasonably practicable. IOPP shall have no other liability in this respect. IOPP will not be liable for any delay, downtime, transmission error, software or equipment incompatibility, force majeure or any other failure of performance. Continued unavailability for the services after 30 days constitutes a material breach of this licence which entitles the Institution to terminate this Agreement and to reclaim a proportion of the price equal to the proportion of the year for which the services were unavailable.

IOPP reserves the right to suspend access to the Services on detecting a breach of these terms and conditions by an Authorized User but will not do so without notifying the Institution in advance.

Disclaimer of Warranties

IOPP Warrants That It Is Entitled To Grant The Licences In This Agreement. IOPP WILL TAKE REASONABLE CARE TO ENSURE THAT ITS ONLINE EAA AND VECTOR ARE COMPLETE, ACCURATE AND ERROR FREE BUT IOPP DOES NOT WARRANT THEIR COMPLETENESS OR ACCURACY AND DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE INSTITUTION’S ACCESS TO THE SERVICES WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR FREE OR THAT THE RESULTS OBTAINED WILL BE USEFUL OR WILL SATISFY INSTITUTIONAL REQUIREMENTS.

OTHER THAN AS SET OUT ABOVE IOPP MAKES NO WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WITH RESPECT TO THE SERVICES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OF QUALITY, ORIGINALITY, SUITABILITY, SEARCHABILITY, OPERATION, PERFORMANCE, COMPATIBILITY, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

IOPP WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, EXEMPLARY, SPECIAL OR OTHER DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT AND/OR USE OF THE SERVICES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION FOR LOSS OF PROFIT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION OR FOR LOSS OF DATA.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE TOTAL AGGREGATE LIABILITY OF IOPP FOR ANY CLAIMS, LOSSES OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF A BREACH OR TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT, WHETHER IN CONTRACT TORT OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, DUE TO NEGLIGENCE, EXCEED THE TOTAL AMOUNT PAID BY THE INSTITUTION TO IOPP FOR THE SUBSCRIPTION DURING THE SUBSCRIPTION YEAR IN WHICH SUCH CLAIM, LOSS OR DAMAGE OCCURRED EVEN IF IOPP HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH POTENTIAL CLAIM, LOSS OR DAMAGE.

THE FOREGOING LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN DAMAGES SHALL APPLY REGARDLESS OF THE SUCCESS OR EFFECTIVENESS OF OTHER REMEDIES.

REGARDLESS OF THE CAUSE OR FORM OF ACTION THE INSTITUTION MAY BRING NO ACTION ARISING FROM THESE TERMS MORE THAN SIX MONTHS AFTER THE CAUSE OF ACTION AROSE.

THE INSTITUTION ASSUMES THE SOLE RESPONSIBILITY FOR ALL USE OF THE SERVICES THROUGH ITS IP ADDRESSES AND USER NAME AND HEREBY INDEMNIFIES AND AGREES TO HOLD IOPP INDEMNIFIED FROM ANY LIABILITY OR CLAIM OF ANY PERSON ARISING FROM SUCH USE.

General

This Agreement may not be assigned by the Institution to any other person. Failure to enforce any provision on any one occasion will not affect a right to enforce another provision or the same provision on another occasion. This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes any prior communication between them with respect to the subject matter hereof. Any amendments must be made by written instrument signed by both parties or by an electronic communication initiated by IOPP, which the Institution does not reject within 30 days. References herein to Institutions include both commercial and educational Institutions unless specified to the contrary.

This agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of England and the parties submit to the jurisdiction of the English Courts. The Institution shall not be bound by this paragraph to the extent that compliance would violate any existing law, regulation, by laws or articles of incorporation or other governing instrument.

Signed _____________________________________________________________________

Name ______________________________________________________________________

Job title __________________________________________________________________

Date ______________________________________________________________________